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a b s t r a c t

Management and automated configuration of large-scale networks is one of the crucial issues for
Internet Service Providers (ISPs). Since incorrect configurations may lead to loss of an enormous amount
of customer traffic, highly experienced network administrators are typically the ones who are trusted for
the management and configuration of a running ISP network. In this paper, we present an online
management and experimentation system with a “game” interface to train network administrators and
explore what-if scenarios without having to risk the large-scale network operation. The interactive
environment treats the trainee network administrators as players of a game and tests them with various
failures or dynamics for real-time management and configuration of large-scale networks. To prototype
the concept of “network management as a game”, we modified NS-2 to establish an interactive
simulation engine and connected the modified engine to a graphical user interface for traffic animation
and interactivity with the player. We also conducted two user experiments using different learning
methods and observed sizable improvement in the capabilities of trainees on the problem of interior
gateway protocol link weight setting.

& 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Online management of a running large-scale network poses
many challenges that have attracted significant research. Due to
the significant costs and risks (Srinagesh, 1997) of building and
operating a large-scale ISP network, the challenges in managing
the network resources are exacerbated (Kerravala, 2004) because
the margin for error or inefficiency is slim (Enck et al., 2009;
Oppenheimer et al., 2003). Today, critical applications such as VoIP,
IPTV and financial markets migrating onto the Internet infrastruc-
ture, and thus making the job of provisioning high-performance
network services an even more important one. From the technical
side, emergence of various substrate networking technologies like
3G wireless and mesh networking is complicating the manage-
ment tasks to the extent that network operators give up on
optimizing their networks' configuration and barely cope with
handling default configuration settings of tremendous number of
components involved.

Quick and effective response to system dynamics like failures and
demand spikes is a key problem in network operation. Link or node
failures are not rare events for a large-scale network of thousands of
devices. Even though most network components have pre-installed
backups (e.g., backup links implemented using MPLS (Rosen et al.,
2001)), multiple failures or major failures/events on critical links or
nodes need fast and effective response. A significant portion of the
cost associated with such unwanted network dynamics pertains to the
detection of the event. Though standards like SNMP (Presuhn et al.,
2002) have been in place for many years, swift and low-cost collection
of network management data for event detection becomes tedious for
larger networks (Habib et al., 2004). Yet a more significant portion of
network event handling goes to the time needed to figure out how to
respond, which is mostly done manually in current practice. Seeking
the optimal response is mostly impractical, but even settling on a
“good” response is very hard as well (Ye et al., 2008a).

Highly experienced human administrators are of critical impor-
tance as they are typically the only ones who can quickly find the
optimum (or close-to-optimum) response to a major failure, e.g.,
finding an optimum rerouting for a large volume of traffic on a
broken pipe. Answers to these questions for an online operational
network necessitate meta-tools so that the network administrator
can learn and characterize the network.

Good characterization and modeling calls for well-planned design
of experiments on the system-at-hand. However, such experiment
design on a network quickly becomes prohibitive as the number
of parameters increases, also known as “curse of dimensionality”
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(Tenebaum et al., 2000; Törn and Z̆ilinskas, 1989). Thus, there is a
need for heuristic optimization algorithms to search for the minimal
number of experiments that reveal the most information about the
system-at-hand. In order to characterize and understand the system-
at-hand well enough and manage it efficiently, there is a heavy need
for meta-tools that facilitate experimentation and training capability
without harming the real system. The need for such meta-tools that
perform efficient experiment design is emphasized when the fact
that the system-at-hand is an operational network and the cost of
each experiment can be quite high.

Although there have been several tools and outcomes (Ye et al.,
2008b) to automate the process of large-scale network manage-
ment, network operators have found themselves more comforta-
ble with trusting highly experienced administrators. Those well-
trained administrators are of critical importance as they are typically
the only ones who can quickly find the optimum (or close-to-
optimum) response to a major failure, e.g., finding a reroute for a
large volume of traffic on a broken pipe (Anderson and Anderson,
2003). However, the complexity of the management and configura-
tion problem is increasing due to the growing heterogeneity in
substrate technologies as well as more stringent performance targets
demanded by applications (Sun et al., 2012; Benson et al., 2009).
Trends in cross-layer design (Srivastava and Motani, 2005) of proto-
cols and integration of various network components are certainly
helping the overall performance; however, such methods typically
complicate the configuration due to additional parameters they
introduce. Thus, tools to train administrators and achieve automated
management of a running network are vitally needed.

In this paper, we propose the concept of “network management
game” (NMG) that frames the problem of training network admin-
istrators in exploring what-if scenarios as a “game”. The NMG aims
to establish a game-like environment for trainee administrators to
experiment and play with the networks. Such a “game” will enable
trainee network administrators to explore what-if scenarios, without
having to risk the large-scale network operation – in a way similar to
what Flight Simulator provides to trainee pilots.

Achieving higher utilizations via better load balancing (also known
as traffic engineering) is one of the main management problems for
network operators. Many algorithms and tools are developed to find
optimal or close-to-optimal solutions for high network utilization;
however, they may not be completely relied upon for handling
extreme cases or large scale failures. A common implication of load
balancing for network administrators is to configure interior gateway
protocol (IGP) link weights so that shortest paths give result to a well-
balanced traffic load on network links. Several prior studies employed
advanced optimization techniques to set the IGP link weights for a
given topology and traffic matrix to improve various network perfor-
mance metrics such as delay, throughput, or congestion (Ye et al.,
2008b; Gonen et al., 2010; Fortz, 2000; Akyildiz et al., 2014).

In this paper, we apply our network management game (NMG)
framework to the problem of IGP link weight setting. We modified
the simulator NS-2 and built an animator that interacts with it in
real time. The player interfaces with the animator and inputs new
IGP link weights as new configurations. The animator, then,
conveys these new configurations to the simulation engine. We
present screen snapshots of our NMG prototype while it is running
and results of user experiments.

2. Related work

Currently, most of the basic training for a network adminis-
trator is performed by means of well-defined certification proce-
dures (Cisco Certifications). The administrators receive months of
education to obtain these certifications to prove that they have the
basic skills and knowledge about configuring and administering a

network. However, custom skills related to maximizing perfor-
mance of a particular operational network cannot be attained via
generic certifications. Such custom skills require long training in
work environment where the certified trainee can learn what to
do in action from her peers with more experience on that
particular network.

Customized training of network administrators involves what-
if analysis (Mate), which is done by in-house tools according to
two backbone carriers we have contacted. What-if analysis is a
brainstorming activity that uses extensive questioning to guess
potential failures and issues in a system, and ensure that appro-
priate precautions are taken against those problems. For a net-
work, it typically involves a comparison of the network's current
performance and “would-be” performance under certain scenarios
such as some particular links/nodes fail, and a traffic spike occurs
or a new pipe is installed between two points. Network managers
regularly use such analysis to quantify robustness or riskiness of
the network at hand, in order to answer questions like “Is my
network robust enough for potential failures?” or “Where should I
put more capacity in my network?”. Investment decisions, plan-
ning and dimensioning on a network are heavily guided by
technical what-if analysis. Businesses often use the scenario
manager tool of Excel to explore different scenarios such as the
decision making process in e-commerce (Bhargava et al., 1997).
Although what-if analysis has high impact within business intelli-
gence platforms, its usage is extended for several purposes such as
hazard analysis (Baybutt, 2003), index selection for relational
databases (Chaudhuri and Narasayya, 1998), and multi-tier sys-
tems (Chen et al, 2009). For instance, in Tariq et al (2008), the
authors developed a tool (WISE) that predicts how a deployment
of a new server to an existing CDN affects service response time.
They use machine learning techniques to process old dataset and
discover the dependencies among system variables. Then, using
these dependencies and new dataset which is representative of
new deployment, WISE predicts how response time could be
affected when deployment changes are done.

Furthermore, various tools have been developed to guide invest-
ments and determine how to improve network performance (Mate)
with minimal investments. Though existing what-if analysis tools
help a network administrator and a strategic director make an
informed decision about future investments, they cannot train for
dynamic events such as demand spikes or failures. A key difference
in our approach is the capability of simulating the interactivity and
dynamism that might take place in an operational network.

The concept of using a virtualized game-like environment for
training is not new (Chatham, 2007; Nicolescu et al., 2007). It has
been actively used for cases where experimentation with the real
system is too costly or risky. Military training involves a lot of such
practices, e.g. pilot training (Wikipedia), commander training
(Serious Games by BreakAway). Financial investment training
(The Stock Market Game) is another venue where a game-like
environment can be used for training before deploying money on
stock market. To our knowledge, using a game for training net-
work administrators was not tried before.

Simulation for training is widely used in many areas including
pilot training, computer games, mock markets for businesses
(Carmen, 2013), learning nursing (Berragan, 2014), and statistics
simulation (Novak, 2014). Carmen (2013) claims that simulations
help overcome the major obstacle to the effectiveness of classroom-
based training in which the context is different from day-to-day
work context. Based on the experience of people on different areas
(e.g., pilot training, computer games, and businesses), simulations
serve to compress and speed up the learning experience at a
fraction of cost and risk. Moreover, simulations serve as a more
enjoyable learning activity in comparison to reading a textbook,
listening to a lecture, or being part of a teamwork (Berragan, 2014).
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Simulation for training is also helpful to increase effectiveness of
teaching computer programming (Iosup and Epema, 2014; Fitz-
Walter et al., 2011; Jiang et al., 2011). Jiang et al. (2011) analyzed the
effect of computer game-like environment in teaching computer
programming to students with no computer science background.
Students' performance increased from 40% to 90% in passing
computer tests with the help of proposed tool. Iosup and Epema
(2014) used “gamification” to increase the success rate of students
in higher education. Based on the conducted experiments, gamifi-
cation helped to increase course completion rate from 65% to 75% as
well as increase the student satisfaction.

3. NMG framework

The NMG framework has two parts as in Fig. 1. On the backend,
we use a simulation engine to imitate a real network. We interface
an animator graphical user interface (GUI) to the backend simula-
tion engine to visualize simulation events and to provide inter-
activity to the player. The player makes changes on the GUI, which
are taken to the simulation engine on real-time.

In our prototype, we used NS-2 for the engine and developed a
custom GUI. NS-2 is a widely used network simulation tool devel-
oped in Cþþ and provides a simulation interface through OTcl/Tcl.
The user describes a simulation scenario (i.e., network topology and
traffic) via Tcl scripts, and then NS-2 simulates the scenario. However,
NS-2 does not support real-time interactivity.

In order to synchronize the GUI and the NS-2 engine, we
established a two-way pipe via TCP sockets between them. Briefly,
once the engine receives the initial configuration file, it starts the
simulation and generates the event traces. Via the pipe, we transfer
these traces to GUI, which then displays them to the player. When the
player makes a change on a particular link's weight,2 the engine is
informed about it through the pipe again. Once the engine receives the
changes, it recalculates the routing based on these changes and carries
on to generating more traces.

Algorithm 1. Slow the simulation engine and send traces to GUI.

void BaseTrace::namdump()
1: n’ length(trace)
2: if n40 then
3: Client.send(trace,n){ Send the trace to GUI}
4: sleep(getSimulationSpeed()){ Wait a fixed amount of time}
5: TCLWrite(trace, n) {Write traces to log file}
6: end if

3.1. The animator

We designed a new GUI which displays the condition of the
simulation on real time and provides interactivity via changing link
weights. As the simulation engine runs, event records are generated and
sent to the GUI. Then, the GUI processes these events to visualize them.
The player's goal in NMG is to maximize the network's throughput by
manipulating link weights. We tried to design an interface where player
can easily keep track of the ongoing condition of the simulated network
and observe how the link weight manipulations affect the throughput.
Thus, the coloring of links is used to represent packet-based actions and
instantaneous throughput is displayed to inform the player about the
effects of changes in link weights.

3.2. Engine–animator interaction

A crucial challenge in designing the NGM framework was to
synchronize the NS-2 simulation engine and the GUI. The engine is
able to simulate a given network configuration very fast; however,
such speedy simulation is unrealistically fast and the player cannot
keep track of the simulation. To obtain a more realistic and
interactive environment, we reduced the speed of the simulation
engine by adding a sleep command to its tracing function as
detailed in Algorithm 1. The engine waits for a fixed amount of
time before processing the next event. We tuned the wait time to
so that the engine runs concurrently with the GUI. When the
player changes a link weight, the change is sent to the engine and
new routing paths are calculated.

We used two TCP sessions to implement the interaction between
the GUI and the engine. One of them is opened by the engine to
send traces to the GUI, as detailed in Algorithm 2. The GUI listens to
this TCP session, reads traces sent by the engine, and animates the
changes to the player.

Algorithm 2. Set link weight and simulation speed within the
simulation engine scheduler.

// Original simulation engine scheduler
void Scheduler::Run()
1: while nextEvent ’ EventQueue.dequeue() do
2: dispatch(nextEvent, nextEvent.time) {process the next

event}
3: end while
// Revised simulation engine scheduler
messageReceived ’ FALSE
message ’ emptyString
void listenPort()
1: socket ’ ServerSocket(portNumber) {Open a TCP port}
2: socket.connect() {Listen for an incoming connection}
3: while TRUE do
4: socket.receiveMessage(message)
5: if message¼“Set-Link-Weight” then
6: STATE messageReceived ’ TRUE
7: else if message¼“Set-Simulation-Speed” then
8: setSimulationSpeed(message) {simulation speed is set

in log file}
9: end if
10: end while
11: createThread(newThread, listenPort) {Create a new thread

to execute listenPort()}
12: while nextEvent ’ EventQueue.dequeue() do
13: if messageReceived¼TRUE then
14: TCLInstance.eval(message)
15 TCLInstance.computeRoutes()
16: end if
17: dispatch(nextEvent, nextEvent.time)
18: end while

Fig. 1. Block diagram of Network Management Game (NMG) components. The
sequence (4)–(7) repeats whenever the player makes changes.

2 Though our current prototype only allows link weights to be changed, it is a
straightforward extension to allow updating of other simulation configuration
parameters.
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The second TCP session is opened by the GUI to send link weight
changes to the engine. The engine listens to this TCP session with a
dedicated thread and processes messages from the GUI before proces-
sing the next item in the event queue. As detailed in Algorithm 2,
this kind of priority processing of the messages from the GUI enables
real-time interactivity with the player. In our current implementation,
the GUI sends two types of messages to the engine:

Set-Link-Weight: This message is used for manipulating link
weights. When the player changes a link's weight, the GUI prepares
this message as a TCL command and sends it to the engine which
will directly execute it. “$ns cost $node1 $node2 3” is an example
Set-Link-Weight message implying to set the cost of the link
between node1 and node2 to 3. Right after executing the Set-Link-
Weight message, the engine recalculates shortest routes with the
new link weights.

Set-Simulation-Speed: This message is utilized only at the
beginning of the game to synchronize the GUI and the engine. It
controls the engine's speed by setting the fixed wait time between
each event (line #4 in Algorithm 1). Since the frequency of calls to
BaseTrace::namdump() in Algorithm 1 increases with the network
size, the engine slows too much for a larger network if the wait
time is not tuned according to the network size. To resolve this
synchronization issue, we tuned the wait time to be larger for
smaller topologies.

4. Experimental setup

The end goal of our NMG framework is to train people in
network management and administration. To observe potential
benefits of NMG in training, we have designed a sequence of test
scenarios on a difficult network management problem, i.e., intra-
domain traffic engineering.

4.1. Game goal: tuning IGP link weights for load balancing

The Interior Gateway Protocol (IGP) is an intra-domain routing
protocol which uses link-state costs (a.k.a. link weights) to
determine end-to-end shortest paths. A typical ISP network
management problem is to tune the IGP link weights so that the
end-to-end shortest paths change, and thus the load on individual
links is changed. Figure 2 illustrates a simple test scenario where
link weights cause traffic to shift from one end-to-end path to
another. When the traffic from A to E is considered, the traffic will
follow the path A–D–E by default because its total weight is less
than that of the alternative path A–B–C–E. In this scenario,
available bandwidth on the path A–B–C–E is larger than A–D–E
path. Then, the player is expected to increase the total weight of
the default path such that the traffic flows through higher
bandwidth path.

An intuitiveway of tuning the IGP link weights for load balancing is
to increase the link weights on the links that are highly utilized.
However, automatically associating the link weights to the link loads is
known to cause instability in routing, and hence, is avoided in practice
(Anderson and Anderson, 2003; Wang and Crowcroft, 1992). We

picked this particular problem of IGP link weight setting for our game.
The purpose of such link weight changes may also be to reduce other
metrics like delay or fast failure recovery along with the network
utilization. In this work, however, we solely focus on increasing the
utilization.

Thus, the goal of the player in our current NMG prototype is to
maximize the aggregate network throughput by manipulating the
IGP link weights. The player is given a network topology/scenario
with an initial configuration and allowed to increment or decre-
ment each bi-directional link's weight by clicking a red or green
button on the corresponding link (see Fig. 4). As the game
progresses, the player can change the link weights as many time
as he/she desires. We picked the link weights in the game since
the network administrators dealing with the IGP link weight
setting in practice do use the link weights as well. They do not
use any other major parameter to solve the problem. Please note
that other parameters, such as link bandwidths or failures as
detailed in Section 5, are part of our experimental scenarios but
they are not user configurable.

We monitor cumulative and instantaneous network through-
put to evaluate the player's performance. The cumulative through-
put, τcum, is mainly used to see how the player performed in the
overall test whereas the instantaneous throughput, τins, is used for
measuring how well the player responds to changes in the
network such as failures or demand spikes. We calculated these
throughput values as follows:

τcumðtÞ ¼ Pð0; tÞ=t

τinsðtÞ ¼ Pðt�0:1; tÞ=0:1
where t is the current time in seconds from the start of the game
and Pðt1; t2Þ is the total size of packets successfully transferred to
destination(s) within the time period ½t1; t2�. While all transmitted
packets are taken into the consideration for τcum, we considered
only the packets transmitted during the last 0.1 s for τins.

In the experiments, we used TCP to create traffic flows since it
utilizes the maximum available bandwidth on its path. This makes
the game more interesting even if there is no failure in the
network, as the player has to guide the TCP flows to accumulate
higher throughput. For example, in Fig. 2, there is a TCP traffic
from A to E. If the traffic flows through the path A–D–E, then the
throughput would approximately be 1 Mb/s. On the other alter-
native, it almost reaches 3 Mb/s if the traffic follows the A–B–C–E
path. We placed many similar alternative paths in our test
scenarios to train the players on discovering better ways of
extracting more throughput from the network.

4.2. Stages: tutorial, training, and testing

We applied a four-stage process to observe efficacy of NMG in
training network management skills: Tutorial, Testing (Before
Training), Training, Testing (After Training). Figure 3 illustrates
these stages for one of the user experiments. We first gave a
tutorial to the player about the environment to make sure that the
player knows what the game is about and how the GUI works.
Then, we tested the player with a relatively complex network
scenario (e.g., #6 in Fig. 3) to observe how he/she performs before
the training. Next, we trained the player with a sequence of
scenarios (e.g., #1–#5 in Fig. 3). Finally, after the training stage is

Fig. 2. IGP path selection example. Initial link weights are the same as shown in
the circles. Traffic flows from A to E. Fig. 3. Training stages: Tutorial, Before Training, Training, After Training.
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over, we exposed the player to a test scenario (e.g., #6' in Fig. 3),
which is of similar difficulty to the test scenario before the
training stage.

By comparing the player's performance before and after the
training stage, it is possible to make an observation on the
effectiveness of the training. To observe if the comparative results
are statistically significant, we applied the T-test for the perfor-
mance results before and after training.

We used different training and test scenarios. The training
scenarios are different from each other in terms of complexity and
number of traffic flows. The purpose of the training scenarios (e.g.,
#1–#5 in Fig. 3) is to train the players with simple networks. The
training scenario #3 is shown in Fig. 4 as an example. There are
two TCP traffic flows and bandwidths of the links are different
from each other. We increased or decreased the width of the links
based on their bandwidth to make it easier for the player to realize

the links with larger bandwidth. When the player moves the
mouse on a link, the traffic flows on that link can be observed as
well as its current utilization and bandwidth. The links are colored
with respect to their current utilization where links with no traffic
on it are green colored whereas completely utilized links are red
colored.

The amount of load on each link is shown by its color, i.e. green
for lighter load and red for heavier load. For instance,
Fig. 5(a) shows congestion on the links between Seattle and
Kansas. Similarly, we visualize the failure of a link on this interface,
as seen in Fig. 5(b). The player responds to failure or congestion
events by changing the link weights and thus guiding the traffic
flows to paths other than those failed or congested.

When designing the testing stages (Before and After Training),
we purposefully made the scenarios noticeably more difficult than
the scenarios in the Training stage. This allows us to reduce the

Fig. 4. One of the training scenarios (#3) in which there are two flows. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure caption, the reader is referred to the web
version of this paper.)

Fig. 5. Sample Internet2 backbone. (a) A congested spot, and (b) A link failure
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dependence of training to the specific scenarios and reveal how
much the player learned the skill rather than the specific scenarios
or networks.

5. User experiments and results

We carried out preliminary user experiments under two
different methods to train the players. First of them is “training
without mastery” (Sullivan and McIntosh, 1995) in which the
players are trained on different network topologies with different
difficulty levels. The player played each training scenario/level (e.
g., #1–#5 in Fig. 3) for a pre-defined time period and passed to the
next level regardless of how well she performed. It is analogous to
traditional educational method in terms of being time-based
approach. Second training method is “training with mastery”
(Sullivan and McIntosh, 1995; Competency-based learning,) where
players are required to achieve mastery before advancing to the
next level.

We picked volunteer players from our lab fellows in the
Computer Networking Lab at University of Nevada, Reno. This
ensured that the players are already very knowledgeable about
computer networking as they had taken at least one graduate level
networking course prior to our experiments. We had 8 volunteers
for the first user experiment which took 2 h per player. Among the
8 volunteers who participated in the study, 6 were male, 2 were
female; and their age range was 20–30. Instead of finding new
volunteers, we proceeded with 5 of those 8 that are willing to
continue to the second user experiment, which took 4 h per player.
Thus, this selection of players makes the results of the second
experiment less susceptible to false-favorable results that may
arise due to the player's unfamiliarity to the NMG framework. To

assure that our preliminary results are statistically significant, we
applied the T-test and will report the p value whenever possible in
the subsections below.

5.1. Training without mastery

In this training method, we applied the stages in Fig. 3 where
the player is exposed to each training scenario #1–#5 for a fixed
amount of time. We used the Abilene topology to design the
testing scenarios #6, #7, #6' and #7' but with a different config-
uration in each. We placed 4 different TCP flows with link
capacities varying from 1 Mb/s to 8 Mb/s.

To see how players react to link failures, we applied testing
scenarios #7 and #7' before and after training. These failures can
be seen in Fig. 6 with black vertical lines. In each game run, we
simulated two link failures with Exponential inter-failure and
repair times, with averages of 3 s and 2 s respectively. The effect
of each failure depends on the current path selections of the
player. If the failure occurs on a link which is used by one or more
flows, then τins decreases drastically, e.g., the first failure in
Fig. 6(a). If the failed link is not used by any flows at the time of
failure, then τins does not noticeably fluctuate, e.g., the first failure
in Fig. 6(d). During the link failure period, the player is expected to
manage the flows traversing the failed link. The training scenarios
#1–#5 do not train the player for failures, and this will allow us to
observe if no training on failures have any measurable impact on
the player performance.

We experimented with 8 players and monitored their perfor-
mances. All the players followed training and testing stages as
shown in Fig. 3. We kept track of the throughput the players
achieved throughout the game and compared the performances of
the players with the two extreme cases: “Optimal” and “No Player”.
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Fig. 6. Player performances compared to the best and the worst possible throughput. (a) Before training (#6) without failures. (b) After trainig (#60) without failures.
(c) Before training (#7) with failures. (d) After trainig (#70) with failures.
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The “Optimal” is the maximum possible cumulative throughput in
those particular test cases, while “No Player” refers to the cumula-
tive throughput obtained when the initial configuration of the test
case is not changed by the player. To determine the Optimal, we
tried out all possible IGP link weights on each of the links and
picked the combination giving result to the highest throughput.
This exhaustive search for the Optimal worked fine since the
networks we experimented with are small. However, finding the
Optimal IGP link weights is NP-hard and will require better
designed (e.g., linear programming or branch-bound) algorithms
for larger networks.

Finding the Optimal is intractable for realistically large networks,
and thus heuristics are the reasonable options which can find a good
solution quickly. Further, such heuristics better represent a human
administrator's evolutionary process of responding to dynamic
changes in the network. As the Optimal is typically unreached in a
real setting, comparisonwith heuristics rather than just the Optimal is
fairer and helps us to see how well a human player performs against
evolutionary optimization algorithms. Thus, we ran two black-box
optimization heuristics in test scenarios #6' and #7 to compare the
player performance with. We used Genetic Algorithm (GA) and
Recursive Random Search (RRS) (Ye and Kalyanaraman, 2004) as the
optimization heuristics, which were previously applied to the IGP link
weight setting problem (Gonen and Yuksel, 2011). GAs are of the
global search heuristic algorithms to find a close-to-optimal solution,
while RRS uses random sampling to make use of initial high-efficiency
property and restart random sampling to maintain explored high-
efficiency.

5.1.1. Results
Since the key goal of the game is to maximize the throughput,

we focused on the maximum τins achieved by the players. Though
τcum is also a good indicator of the players' performance, maximum
of instantaneous samples can better characterize the dynamic
behavior of the players. Figure 6(a) and (c) show the players'
performance in the Abilene topology before the Training stage for
the test scenarios #6 and #7, respectively. Clearly, the players do
achieve higher throughput than the No Player, but there is still
considerable difference to the optimal routing solution. Respectively
for the scenarios #6 and #7, the optimal throughput was 9 Mb/s
and 13 Mb/s while the average player performance was 7.11 Mb/s
and 9.73 Mb/s.

Figure 6(b) and (d) shows performance of the players after the
Training stage for the scenarios #6' and #7', respectively. Com-
pared to the performance before the training, we can see a
significant improvement in the players' performance, particularly
in the case without failures, i.e., scenario #6. The average player
performance increased to 9.73 Mb/s in the case #6', which shows a
21% improvement in comparison to their performance prior to
training. This also shows that almost all the players obtained the
optimum result in the scenario without failures (i.e., #6').

For the case with failures (i.e., #7'), the players achieved
10.01 Mb/s average throughput after they received training, which
corresponds to a 2.9% improvement compared to the before
training (i.e., #7). This is sizably smaller than the improvement
observed for the case without failures (i.e., #6 and #6') since we
did not train the players on link failures during training phase (i.e.
the scenarios #1–#5 in Fig. 4). The result that players' improve-
ment is small for the failure cases (i.e., #7 and #7') indirectly
shows that the players performed worse if they are not trained for
failures.

Besides intuitive inferences, we also applied T-test for this
experiment to show statistical significance of NMG training on the
improvements observed in the performance of players. While
applying the statistical test, we used the maximum τins achieved

by the player throughout a scenario. Thus, T-test compares max-
imum τins values of the 8 players for the test scenarios before and
after training. Since we exposed scenarios with and without failure
separately (#6–#6' and #7–#7'), we calculated two different p
values. p Value for scenarios #6 and #6' is 0.00024. This value is
much smaller than threshold 0.05 to be statistically important
thus we can conclude that training positively affected the player
performance. p value for test scenarios #7 and #7' is 0.27881
which is higher than threshold. As we did not train players on link
failure cases during Training stage, performances did not improve
significantly in this case.

Also, we observe that most players improved the network
throughput more than the black-box optimization algorithms RRS
and GA in no failure case. Furthermore, we can see that the players
outperform the black-box algorithms with a much more significant
margin when failures are included. This outcome could be attrib-
uted to the fact that the human players can observe a larger or even
a global view on the system-under-test while the algorithms may
only be limited to a local view during their progress.

5.1.2. The best and the worst players
In this part, we zoom in to the performances of the players and plot

the performance graphs of the best and the worst players as samples.
We plot τins and τcum achieved by these players as the game progresses.
To comparatively observe how the players' changes affect the achieved
throughput, we also plot τins when no updates to the link weights are
done, i.e., the “No Player” case. The No Player and τins lines fluctuate
frequently due to the adaptive behavior of the TCP flows.

It is evident from the figures that some failures do not affect the
throughput as much as others. The difference depends on whether
or not the failing link is used for any of the traffic flows. As we only
have 4 flows, some links are not used for traffic; and, when those
links fail, the throughput is not affected, e.g., the second failure in
Fig. 7(a).

Figure 7(c) and (d) plots the best performing player's behavior
over time during the test scenarios #7 and #7', respectively. After
the training, the player seems to respond to the failures faster and
tune the link weights earlier. Further, the player seems to learn
how to tune the link weights to discover more bandwidth in the
network, even before failures happen (see the jumps in τins at
around time 2 s and 5.5 s).

Though these results provide a glimpse on potential training of
players' reflexes to failures, the players' improvement on the cases
with failures was not statistically significant as we indicated in
Section 5.1.1. More and longer experiments are needed to verify
that the players' response time to failures reduce after training.
Further, measuring and characterizing the convergence behavior
of players' learning would be an interesting observation. Though
our results provide some overall visualization of players' conver-
gence behavior (e.g., Fig. 6(a)), a more detailed and lengthy
analysis needs to be made using the timing and occurrences of
when players make changes to the link weights, which we have
not recorded during our experiments.

5.2. Training with mastery

In this training method, we again applied a staged process as
shown in Fig. 8. After the tutorial, the player started with a
relatively complex network (i.e., test scenario #8) to observe
how she performed before the training. Next, we trained the
player using scenarios #1–#7 with each case. However, in order to
advance from one scenario to another, a player is required to
achieve certain throughput increase within a limited amount of
time, i.e., Restart_Time. Table 1 shows details of the training
scenarios and the number times the players had to retry in order
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to pass a scenario. The difficulty level of a scenario is mostly
dependent on the number of flows among other factors. Other
factors that contribute to the difficulty level of a scenario include
the number of nodes, the number of links, the variance of
propagation delay across the links, and the variance of flow rates.
These are mostly topological parameters, which we kept the same
across different scenarios in our testing. We also kept Restart_Time
relatively constant as the difficulty level of the training scenarios
increases. Table 1 shows a strict increase on the average number of
retries per player as the difficulty level of the scenarios increases.

After the training stage is over, we exposed scenario #8', which
is similar to the scenario #8 in terms of difficulty.

We selected five players among those who attended the first
user experiment. Thus, they were very familiar with the NMG
framework and the environment. This selection of players allows
us to rule out (reduce) favorable results we may observed in the
first user experiment due to the players' unfamiliarity to the
framework. Further, we targeted the skills that may be helpful in
solving the IGP link weight setting problem. Although there are
several skills used by network administrators, we focused on two
of them:

High bandwidth path selection: First skill we aimed to train is to
flow traffics on links with high capacity in order to maximize overall
throughput. Since we used TCP traffics in our experiments, overall
throughput depends on available bandwidth on the path. As in Fig. 2,
we expect players to make appropriate link weight changes to flow
traffics along the path which maximizes throughput.

Decoupling of flows: Second skill that we targeted is decoupling
of flows that are passing over at least one common link. In Fig. 9,
there are two TCP flows from node A and node B directed to node
D. If both traffic flows pass over link C–D, capacity of this link will
be shared which then limits overall throughput to 4 Mbps. The
skill of decoupling of traffic flows plays an important role in cases
where separation of paths of traffic flows may increase overall
throughput. Obviously, decoupling of flows may not always be able
to increase overall throughput. If the capacity of shared link is too
high to become bottleneck, then decoupling of flows will not bring
increase in overall throughput.

It is also important to note that even high bandwidth path
selection and decoupling of flows help to increase utilization,
network administrators usually face cases where experience of
both the skills are required to increase resource utilization. Hence,
we first trained players on each skill separately. Then, we trained

Fig. 8. Training stages: Tutorial, Before Training, Training, After Training.

Table 1
Details of training scenarios of second user experiment.

Scenario # of Flows Restart_Time (min) Average retries

1 1 2 1
2 1 2 1.1
3 2 2 2.1
4 3 2 2.3
5 3 2 2
6 4 2 3.1
7 4 3 4.5
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Fig. 7. Performance of the worst and the best players on the scenarios with failures. (a) Worst player (case #7). (b) Worst player (case #70). (c) Best player (case #7). (d) Best
player (case #70).
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the cases where experience both skills that are needed to find
optimal IGP link weight setting.

5.2.1. Results
Players' performance on Abilene network topology (scenario

#8 and #8') at the beginning and at the end of the training is given
in Fig. 10 as a percentage of optimal solution. Players could go up
to 70% of optimal solution before training. However, no one was
able to go over 80% of optimal at the beginning. After the training
session, we observed remarkable increase in finding close-to-
optimal solution for every player. Every player was able to find
solution that goes more than 80% of optimal one. Improvement of
player performances varies from 13% to 21% in terms of finding
close-to-optimal solution. We again applied T-test for the player
performances on the test scenarios #8 and #8' based on maximum
achieved instant throughput and, p value is computed as 0.00001
which is way below the threshold of 0.05. Thus, we can conclude
that “training with mastery” method is effective to train players on
IGP link weight setting.

These results are promising since we only focused on two
frequently used skills for IGP link weight setting and tested on
simple topologies, and traffics. We believe that further improve-
ment in framework and player training methodology would lead
to better player performance improvement. The idea that we want
to emphasize is trainability of people on IGP link weight setting
using interactive simulation engine.

6. Summary and future work

In this work, we introduced a game-like environment, the NMG
framework, to train people in terms of network management
skills. Our goal was to develop an initial proof-of-concept proto-
type demonstrating that the NMG framework can train players
(even the ones very knowledgable about networking), and
improve their skills on an NP-hard network management problem
like the IGP link weight setting.

To see efficacy of the framework, we carried out two user
experiments with two different training methods. In the first one,
five training and two testing scenarios are exposed to 8 players. We
observed 21% average performance improvement in players' man-
agement skill for the scenario without failures. To see how the
players' would perform if they are not trained for a particular
network behavior, we exposed the players to scenarios with failures
even though they were not trained for failures. The players' perf-
ormance only increased 2.9% in scenarios with failures, indirectly
verifying our intuition that the players improve their skill if they are
trained by NMG.

For further improvements, we carried out second user experi-
ment in which we focused on two basic skills that might be
needed by network administrators: (i) discovering and selecting
paths with high bandwidth and (ii) decoupling flows to better load
balance the network traffic. Although the players are selected
among those who attended first user experiment, we again
observed 13% to 21% skill improvement which supports the
success of NMG, particularly when the players are forced to master
each stage of the game.

Our work is a first step in exploring the concept of using games
to train network administrators. An immediate step into the future
work is to extend the quantity and variety of training and testing
scenarios in our experiments. Larger network scenarios will
require longer time (days or months) to train the players, and
incentivizing participants for such long experimentation is beyond
our current capabilities that are based on voluntary participants
from our lab.

Understanding if NMG can help improve reflexes of the players
(i.e., the response time of players to dynamic events like failures) is
a critical future work. For example, it will be interesting to see how
well players can get trained against demand spikes occurring due
to temporary changes to the traffic matrix of the network. Such
demand spikes are one of the typical situations where highly
experienced administrators (i.e., the target community of NMG)
are needed. Further, using metrics other than throughput, such as
delay or congestion, for evaluating the performance of players is
also a worthy future work. In this paper, we thought that max-
imizing a value would give a better game-like feeling to the player
than minimizing a value. Since both delay and congestion would
require the player to minimize a value, we picked the throughput
as the metric for the game. However, the other metrics may be of
more relevance for certain situations. For example, quality-of-
service (QoS) metrics such as delay and loss are highly relevant to
the practice of network operation, particularly when some custo-
mers are promised higher priority service.

7. Open issues and challenges

Several open questions arise when one is to extend NMG to
more realistic settings and larger networks. Such extensions involve
non-trivial steps such as visualization of larger topologies and more
traffic flows. Alternative approaches include (a) large screens to
visualize larger networks (e.g., NYC subway (Visualization of NYC
Subway Rides; Musical Visualization)), (b) distributed visualization of
a network divided into multiple zones each being handled by a
different player on a separate screen with backend communication
among zones (e.g., air traffic control (Azuma et al., 2000), power
grid (Wu et al., 2005; Overbye andWeber, 2001)), and (c)multi-level
visualization with zooming capabilities (Shelley and Gunes, 2012).

Another challenge is the visualization and handling of many traffic
flows by a single player. Clearly, aggregation of multiple flows into one
will be necessary so that the player can plausibly relate to the
visualized traffic. The visualization granularity can range from link-
level utilizations (i.e. complete ignorance of flows) to separate colored
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Fig. 10. Comparison of players' performance before and after training.

Fig. 9. There are 2 traffic flows from A to D and from B to D.
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line for each flow. Selection of the right visualization approach will
depend on the size of the network at hand and the particular
management problem being tackled. For instance, the first approach
(a) will probably suffice to address the visualization of the IGP link
weight setting on the inter-PoP topology of a large ISP backbone.
Regardless, the specifics of the user interface and the visualization
granularity will have to be tuned for the particular cases.

The NMG framework promises a lot in terms of reducing the
network administrator training costs and having them experiment
with scenarios that may arise infrequently in practice. However, it
does require setting up of a simulation-based environment that
emulates the real control room and knobs of a network adminis-
trator in practice. It may not always possible to emulate every
detail of a real setting. This study showed that sizable benefits can
be reaped by training even with a simple computer game envir-
onment. Further research is needed to figure out how much
additional benefit is possible if the NMG environment is made
more realistic.

Further, a key parameter into the success of NMG is the proper
identification of network management problems and skills that
the administrators need to work on. If the management problems
and the required skills to solve those problems are clearly
identified, then it becomes easy to construct the scenarios in the
NMG framework. For instance, for the IGP link weight setting
problem, we identified two skills (high bandwidth path selection
and decoupling of flows). It requires more effort to further identify
other skills needed for the IGP link weight setting problem. More
interaction with practitioners and highly experienced network
administrators is needed to pin down the appropriate and full set
of skills for the problem at hand.

Finally, we would like to emphasize that our experiments were
not designed to be “fun”, which is a typical expectation from a
traditional game. It is certainly possible to extend the NMG
concept to design dimensions with more fun. For instance, one
may design a multi-player strategy game involving multiple net-
work managers each trying to grow their networks while compet-
ing with other neighbor networks – similar to the competition
among ISPs on the Internet. Further, simplified versions of NMG
can be considered for mobile handhelds where the reflex of the
player to various network dynamics is of interest.
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